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PRESS RELEASE 

SOPHIA ANTIPOLIS, 29th JULY 2015 

LOGIN PEOPLE: 10 000 USERS DEAL  
WITH NATIONAL FRENCH TV GROUP 

 
Login People (FR0010581363: ALLP.PA), a leading software vendor of innovative multi-factor 
authentication solutions to protect access to public and private networks, announces the signature 
of a significant contract with a French national TV broadcasting group to secure network access for 
10,000 employees.  

The project started with a first proof of concept trial in March 2015. The contract was achieved in 
collaboration with SCC (Europe’s largest privately-owned IT services business reseller based in United 
Kingdom), UGAP (Union des Groupements d’Achats Publics, a French public central purchasing body), 
and a new system integrator, PI Services. The relationship with PI Services reinforces Login People’s 
channel network. 

  
About Login People 
Login People® (FR0010581363) is a security software vendor that provides innovative multi-factor authentication to secure 
access to networks and applications for organisations. Its patented Digital DNA Technology® demonstrates Login People®’s 
leadership in security cyberspace for the Cloud, the BYOD, the Internet of Things and Big Data. Its products strengthen the 
“Login / Password”combination by automatically incorporating the unique and seamless identification of the user’s digital 
DNA device (smartphone, tablet, PC). Login People® delivers an unmatched simplified user experience with multi-factor 
authentication without the use of a token or OTP and facilitates administration. The performance of its solutions provides 
optimised CAPEX and OPEX amongst the lowest on the market. Login People® products are pre-configured with major I.T. 
solutions such as Microsoft, F5, CISCO and Stormshield. Its technology is certified by the French National Cybersecurity Agency 
and validated by the French Ministry of Health. Login People® resells its products through a global network of distributors 
and integrators. 
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